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ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION OF 
ROLLOVER DATA
FROM TESTING
W. R. RUSTY HAIGHT
SEAN H. HAIGHT
COLLISION SAFETY INSTITUTE
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R
ollovers represent a small fraction (ap-
proximately 3%) of all motor vehicle 
crashes; however, they account for 
roughly 22% of crash fatalities for occu-

pants of passenger cars, light trucks, and SUVs. 1  
As much as they are disproportionately represent-
ed in the overall body of fatal crashes,  rollovers 
remain one of the more difficult events to analyze 
or reconstruct.  With the advent of “event data 

recorder” (EDR) technology, and the Bosch 
Crash Data Retrieval (CDR) Tool as one of 

the major emerging weapons in the crash 
reconstructionist’s arsenal, the investi-

gation and analysis of rollovers has 
the potential of becoming some-
what less daunting and results 
of the analysis more meaning-
ful.  This narrative will exam-
ine the background for, the 
conduct of and the result-
ing data from a full scale 

rollover crash test involving a 2011 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee conducted at the 2012 ARC-CSI Crash 
Conference. 

B
ackground
For those vehicle lines accessible us-
ing the Bosch CDR Tool, General Mo-
tors (GM) was the first to make rollover 

event data part of the data set available to the re-
constructionist.2 Starting with model year 2007, 
many GM light trucks and SUVs were equipped 
with a RollOver Sensor (ROS) which was in-
stalled in the vehicle and closely associated with 
its Sensing and Diagnostic Module (SDM) or air-
bag control module (ACM).  The ROS (together 
to one degree or another with the ACM/SDM) 
controlled the deployment of occupant contain-
ment (“roof rail side”) curtains and then, where 
conditions permitted, together they may record 
several data elements associated with either a 
“Rollover” or “Non-rollover” event. 3 
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"563" Data parameter 1 Table GM - 
ROS 2

GM - 
ACM 5

Ford 
5

Chrysler 
5

Toyota 
5

Honda 
5

Nissan 
5

Mazda 
5

Suzuki 
5

Speed, vehicle indicated Table 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 6 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Steering input Table 2 No Yes Yes Yes Yes 6 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Stability control (on, off, 
engaged)

Table 2 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ignition cycle, crash Table 1 Yes 3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Lateral acceleration Table 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Normal acceleration Table 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vehicle roll angle Table 2 Yes 4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pretensioner deployment, 
time to fire, driver

Table 2 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pretensioner deployment, 
time to fire, right front 
passenger

Table 2 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Side curtain/tube air 
bag deployment, time to 
deploy, driver side

Table 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Side curtain/tube air 
bag deployment, time to 
deploy, right side

Table 2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Complete file recorded 
(yes, no)

Table 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 1

1 - Select data parameters from 49CFR563 representative of those which might otherwise be commonly sought after 
in the analysis of a roll over event. While other parameters (i.e.: RF occupant classification) may be available in certain 
circumstances, this list is more narrow for the purposes of this analysis.

2 - ROS for 07-09 GM vehicles would "share" some data elements with those which might be found in SDM data

3 - "Ignition cycles" would be a value found in the SDM, a "synchronization  counter" (comparable to an ignition cycle 
counter) would be common to the SDM and ROS

4 - Records "roll rate" data rather than "roll angle" but angle could, of course, be calculated from the roll rate

5 - Starting with modules/vehicles which would have to be "563" compliant (built for sale after Sept 2012) and which 
may have "occupant rollover protection" of some sort. Some may be subject to the "if equipped" limitation.

6 - Toyota "Gen 3" modules which record pre-crash data have a different resolution than other OE modules/systems

Other CDR Tool supported manufacturer’s (OEs) lines 
also include rollover event related data in their potential 
data sets for recent vintage vehicles.  For example, while 
introduced to the CDR Tool set of accessible OEs/vehicles 
later than GM, Toyota line light trucks and SUVs have 
the potential for recording rollover related data back to 
calendar year 2003.2  Where available for certain vehicles, 
rollover related data is found more frequently in relatively 

newer model year vehicles across the many lines supported 
by the CDR Tool (see Table 1).

About model year 2010, GM line vehicles which offered 
occupant containment protection for rollover events con-
trolled those components using an ACM which incorpo-
rated rollover sensing and logic in the ACM rather than as 
a function of a separate ROS as had been the previously 
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